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If you’re already up and riding along a green face then
experimenting with different fins is one way your
paddling will improve. 

For those just starting out on their SUP surfing
journey, Tez Plavenieks delves into the subject and
gives us a beginner’s guide to SUP fins to help you
along your way.

Fins – what?
First and foremost fins provide us with directional
stability and tracking. In some cases they can even add
to the overall stability of your SUP, although this
shouldn’t be relied upon.

Once on a wave, however, fins (and how you have
them set up) can help, or prohibit, your riding,
stomping moves or how you tackle different types of
surfing conditions. Whether you ride at a perfect right
hand point break, a gnarly grinding slab or a mushy
gutless beachie, there’s a fin set up out 
there for you, your environment 
and your style.

Typical set ups
Common set ups for fins are –
• Single – one fin placed in the middle box –

mostly used by old school cruisers and nose
riders as single skegs give lots of grip, directional
stability and help when hanging 10 over the front.

• Twinzer – two fins placed towards the rails of
your board offering a loose and skatey feel –
perfect for tail slides and busting your skegs out.

• Thruster – classic three fin arrangement which
gives the best of all worlds – drive, grip, slide
(depending on size) and tracking.

• Quad – four foils located towards the rails placed
to enhance grip and drive – mostly preferred by
those who ride in clean and powerful waves.
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Fins 101
the basics of
SUP skegs

Fins are a vital part of your stand up paddle board set up but are usually
overlooked. Those swept back ‘things’ that come as part of your SUP package
are, by many, never given a second thought. They were supplied ready and
fitted so why confuse the issue by faffing around with them?
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Other
considerations
There are other things to consider with fins but these
are something to focus on at a later date when you’ve
found an arrangement that works for you and have
advanced wave riding skills under your belt.

• Toe in – the amount of angle the side fitting fins
have – more toe in enhances manoeuvrability but
increases drag.

• Rake – the amount of rake or how swept back
the fin is will help with loosening up the board but
could be detrimental to other parts of your SUP
surfing experience.

• Flex – some fins are designed to flex more than
others. More flex gives a looser sensation while
stiffer foils help with drive and grip.

Experiment, experiment, experiment; try as many
different types as you can. Some companies (such as
K4 Fins used in the accompanying photos) are
designed with SUP in mind while others were born in
a pure surfing stable. Some will suit your preferences
while others won’t.

Fins can be a minefield, but when you find that magic
set up you’ll thank yourself for persevering with the
testing process.

For a wealth of fin
information check out
www.k4fins.com

You can find more
scribbling’s from Tez at
www.tezplavenieks.com
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Size matters
Once you’ve decided on the type of fin arrangement
you require you’ll then need to set about deciding on
the sizes you want to use. 

Experimenting and playing about with positioning and
measurements will give best results and allow you to
get a better understanding of what you’re looking for.
There’s an almost infinite number of different set ups
that you can use and what works for one board, rider
type and wave conditions doesn’t necessarily mean
the same for other paddlers, sticks and environments.

For instance, a 75kg paddler riding at a small and
mushy beach break may opt for a twin fin set up using
12”s. He could be wanting maximum slide in his turns
rather than drive off the bottom. His lightweight
means he shouldn’t spin out as he projects from the
trough towards the lip. 

If you put a 90kg paddler on the same set up then
chances are he’ll have a nightmare. His weight will
possibly contribute to spinning the board out as his
SUP cavitates off the bottom and he’ll also have little
drive and speed towards the lip. In this instance he’d
be better off with 16”s.

This is just one example of how fins can help or
hinder but worth keeping in mind is that it’ll be
different for everyone.

Position
Without getting too technical there are other factors
to consider when searching for your perfect fin
configuration.

Once you’ve got a grip on how many fins you need
and the sizes you’re going to use then you need to
understand where best to place them in the box.
Generally speaking you’ll end up with fixed position
fins on the side – usually incorporating either Futures
or FCS fittings. This means that there’s little room for
alteration if you’re opting for quad or twin set ups.
With single and thruster configurations you get a
degree more room for tweaking.

The central fin is usually a US box fitting which allows
for forwards and backwards positioning. In broad
terms, moving the skeg towards the back of the box
will help with grip and drive while placing it further
forwards will loosen up the board and give a slidey
feel. Playing about with the location of the fin will give
you the best results. Just remember that small
movements results in big performance differences.
Making the tiniest of tweaks will give wildly varied
performance.
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TYPICAL THRUSTER SET UP PRODUCING PROJECTION UP INTO THE LIP

CARVING OFF THE BOTTOM WITH A QUAD CONFIGURATION

SINGLE FIN CRUISING

http://www.tezplavenieks.com 
http://www.k4fins.com

